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Abstract. We propose a method of applying systematic concurrency
testing (SCT) to distributed systems. SCT enables us to verify assertions
for many possible executions of a concurrent program, varying according
to scheduling decisions. Distributed systems are similar to concurrent
programs in the message-passing style, but messages sent over the net-
work may be lost, re-ordered, or duplicated. Prior approaches avoid these
problems by assuming that communications are reliable. Our approach
does not have this limitation, and allows a variety of network failure
cases to be tested.
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1 Introduction

Testing concurrency is traditionally difficult due to the scheduler. A program
can be run multiple times and produce multiple results, whereas effective testing
fundamentally assumes determinism. Systematic concurrency testing (SCT) is a
family of techniques[1, 2], all with the same general aim: to try to find bugs in
concurrent programs, more reliably than just running a program several times.

Distributed systems can be thought of as concurrent programs using message
passing as the only communication mechanism, with no shared memory. Erlang
is an example of a highly concurrent language using this model[3]. When all
communication happens through message passing, in principle it doesn’t matter
how the threads or processes are assigned to machines.

Protocols such as TCP ensure reliable in-order message delivery in the event
of network disruption. Protocols such as UDP do not, and message loss can occur.
TCP is the most common protocol used on the Internet, but sometimes UDP
is used in cases where the overhead of TCP is great enough to offset the cost
of occasional message loss, or when different guarantees are desired. A typical
example is real-time online games, where the need for low latency trumps the
cost of occasional data loss.

Prior work in this field, by Deligiannis et al.[4, 5], assumes reliable in-order
message delivery. Their P# work is an extension of C# which allows abstracting
away the network layer and testing different interleavings. By modelling network
behaviour explicitly, we can do away with this reliability assumption at the cost
of some additional complexity.
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Fig. 1. The directed network link from process P to process Q.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the network model,
showing how it unifies network nondeterminism with scheduler nondeterminism;
Section 3 discusses how to guide testing towards diverse network conditions;
Section 4 shows a simple domain-specific language we use to express processes;
and Section 5 summarises the current state and points to future work.

2 Modelling the Network

SCT techniques assume that any nondeterminism in a program comes solely
from the scheduling decisions made. If sending a message from one process to
another may nondeterministically fail, that assumption is violated. A similar
problem arises in multi-core concurrency when testing relaxed memory, as writes
to shared memory become visible to other threads nondeterministically. Zhang
et al.[6] proposed an elegant approach in their 2015 paper, which solves the
problem by introducing additional shadow threads. Shadow threads are threads
which do not exist in the actual program, but are introduced to control other
sources of nondeterminism: executing a shadow thread corresponds to that action
happening. We can use the same technique here.

In Figure 1, we show the directed network link from process P to process
Q. It is modelled as two queues, where one is the “network” and one is the
“inbox”. Messages on the network can be interfered with, whereas those in the
inbox cannot.

To model the network behaviour, we introduce four shadow threads for each
directed network link: commit dequeues from the network and enqueues in the
inbox; drop deletes the head message in the network; swap swaps the two head
messages in the network; dup duplicates the head message in the network.

More complex network behaviours can be built up from these. For example,
the network queue can be re-ordered to 〈c, a〉 by the sequence 〈swap, commit,
swap〉. By introducing additional threads to model the network behaviour, we
once again have a single source of nondeterminism: the scheduler.

3 Guiding the Testing

By introducing four shadow threads for every directed network link (or eight
for every pair of processes), we greatly expand the space of possible executions.
This makes a complete approach to testing infeasible, and poses difficulty for



naive random testing. With no special consideration, the shadow threads—as
a whole—are far more likely to be scheduled than the actual program threads.
This prolongs execution and causes a great amount of network disruption. We
can tackle this problem through two techniques: biassing and bounding[7–9].

– We can bias execution away from the shadow threads, by giving every thread
a probability of being chosen at a scheduling point, weighted towards pro-
gram threads.

– We can bound the maximum amount of interference (for example, how far
any one message can be re-ordered), and forbid any operations which exceed
the chosen bounds.

– In addition, some combinations of network disruptions can simply be forbid-
den, as they do not lead to a new state. For example, 〈swap, swap〉, 〈dup,
swap〉, or 〈dup, drop〉.

It is not obvious which probabilities are the correct probabilities for biassing,
so picking sensible defaults is tricky. Swarm testing[10] tackles a similar problem,
the problem of deciding which features to enable in a fuzz tester. In the swarm
testing case, it was found that trying different random configurations of enabled
features was more effective than trying to hand-tune a single configuration. We
have preliminary results indicating a similar approach works well here, with
multiple collections of randomly-chosen probabilities performing better than a
single hand-tuned set.

The interaction between biassing and schedule bounding can produce in-
teresting executions. For example, a high probability of message loss combined
with a low loss bound would tend to manifest as an initial burst of message
loss followed by relatively stable execution. This must be investigated, as some
combinations may correspond to known network failure cases.

4 Expressing Processes

We have a simple embedded domain-specific language (EDSL), implemented
in Haskell, for expressing distributed systems. Our implementation is based on
three primitives: await blocks until a message has been received or a timeout
elapses; send sends a message to a named process; halt terminates the current
process.

Below is a simple example of a process that echoes every received message:

echoServer = do
await >>= \case

Just (procId, msg) -> send procId msg
Nothing -> skip

echoServer

The model assumes all processes are defined at system start. Process names
can be communicated, but processes cannot be created or started during exe-
cution. It is a limited model, but we think it is sufficient to express interesting
distributed algorithms and protocols.
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Fig. 2. Class weighting distributions.

5 Current State and Future Work

This work is in its infancy. We have a proof-of-concept implementation showing
that the approach is feasible, with few concrete results so far.

Our implementation uses both the swarm testing-like approach to try execu-
tions with different probabilities of network disruption, and bounding. We found
that assigning probabilities to classes of actions (running a process, dropping
a message, etc) and then deriving probabilities for all the actual threads from
these to be more effective than assigning a random probability to each thread.
We constrain the probabilities so that only the swap, dup, and drop shadow
threads may have a probability of zero. Figure 2 shows the weighting distribu-
tions for each class of action, where a weight below zero disables the class entirely.
Weights are chosen by uniformly picking a value in the range (0,1], and looking
up the corresponding weight. Weights are normalised and then transformed into
a discrete probability distribution using the condensed table approach[11].

We found that bounding is necessary to ensure termination, as combinations
of network actions can easily lead to an unbounded number of messages being
produced.

We have applied our technique to Kontiki[12], a Haskell implementation of
the Raft consensus algorithm[13], which we seeded with faults. Our technique
appears to be effective in finding these faults, but a more careful investigation
is called for.

We plan to investigate:

– How fault-tolerant “fault-tolerant” algorithms actually are.
– Do protocols with weaker-than-TCP consistency guarantees correctly achieve

what they do guarantee?
– Can biassing and bounding be combined to model known network failure

cases?
– Can transient network disruption be incorporated into this model?
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